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GENERAL QUESTIONS 

How do I start CDC? 
The standard method to start CDC in Solution Manager 7.1 is using the link within the work center for 
Business Process Operations (BPO). 
 
For Solution Manager 7.0 no direct possibility to start CDC exists in the BPO work center areas as CDC is 
only available as a rudimentary downport which has to be implemented manually or with SP28. The best 
option to start CDC under 7.0 is to create an entry in your favorite list: 

1. Select Favorites → Add other objects in the menu bar of the SAP Easy Access. 
2. Select Web Dynpro Application 
3. Enter WD_DSWP_CDC_MAIN in the field Web Dynpro Application and maintain a description, for 

example « Cross Database Comparison » 
 
Starting Solution Manager release 7.1 SP9 you can also start CDC using transaction codes DSWP_CDC or 
DSWP_CDC_UI. 
 
Which version of the CDC is recommended? 
It is strongly recommended to use the version delivered with Solution Manager 7.1 SP5 as soon as it will be 
available. This version will be the basis for all future developments or customer specific enhancements.  
For details regarding CDC functionalities introduced with the different feature packs see the CDC end user 
guide in the service market place.  
 
Which notes are required for my version of CDC? 
An overview about all notes relevant for CDC can be found in collective SAP note 1979235 – “Collective note 
for Cross Database Comparison”. 
   
COMPARISON OBJECTS 

JOINs on pool/cluster tables are not allowed in open SQL. How can I handle data models including 
some pool tables? 
As pool and cluster tables are not allowed in joins the generated ABAP-extractor has to be changed 
manually. The join-condition has to be replaced by a “FOR ALL ENTRIES”-statement. In addition the 
ORDER-BY-statement is not supported so it has to be removed. If needed, you have to add a SORT-
command on the result set in the ABAP-coding. 
 
Can CDC support a comparison between a source system and BW data?  
No native BW access (e.g. via MDX) is supported. Nevertheless, a comparison with BW systems is possible 
in many cases due to the fact that the data is stored in normal database tables. The table names for a BW 
object are defined using a standard naming convention so you can include these in the data model. In 
addition, you should use the source type ABAP to implement any needed enhancements like aggregation of 
certain data.   
 
What are the differences of the available source types? When should I use which Source type? 
You should compare data as much as possible directly between the systems storing the data as transferring 
the data to another format for comparison (e.g. from a database table to a file) introduces another source of 
failure. Therefore, the preferred source types between two systems are the RFC-based extraction (ABAP, 
ABDY) and the ABAP-Database-Connectivity based one (ADBC). The file based source types (FIXS, FIXL) 
should only be used if you have the file anyway and do not have access to the original source (e.g. if you 
receive a file via FTP from an external system to which you have no access). 
To choice between source types ABAP and ABDY is determined on the data model: If you have a simple 
source where you do not have to perform any transformations or derive additional field values ABDY would 
be the source of choice. If you need greater flexibility or use pool tables which do not support a direct join 
you ABAP is the preferred source type of choice. 
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Why do I need a trusted connection to a SAP system for Source Type SAP ABAP System (using RFC) 
[ABAP]? 
The trusted connection to a development system is a prerequisite to access SAP systems. SAP security 
guidelines do not allow us a generic access to an SAP system for this use case so we have to work with 
dedicated generated function modules. To generate this function modules a trusted connection is needed to 
allow traceability who has created this function module.  
As a temporary workaround you could create the function module manually. As this is more time consuming 
in the long run compared to the automated generation and a higher chance of mismatch between extraction 
module and data model exists the automated generation should be used. 
Kindly note that this trusted connection is only needed to connect from a Solution Manager to a development 
system during design time. Comparison Runs are executed based on a read connection.  
 
What is the best way to manually create a function module based extractor as temporary 
workaround? 
Set an external breakpoint in method IF_DSWP_CDC_SOURCE~GENERATE_EXTRACTOR of class 
CL_DSWP_CDC_SOURCE_ABAP at the call of function module RSS_TEMPLATE_INSTANTIATE. Execute 
this function. After execution lt_extractor_coding contains the coding that would be generated in the 
managed system. Export it from the debugger and import it manually into the managed system using SE37. 
 
The generation for ABAP is not working as there is an error in the trusted connection. How do I 
investigate this and what would be the appropriate settings? 
A detailed description how to implement a trusted/trusting relationship as well as reasons and solutions for 
the different error codes can be found in SAP Note 128447. 
Most common is RC=1 which means that the trusted system is not maintained correctly. Very often it was 
forgotten to maintain the trusted system in transaction SMT1 in the managed system. 
 
When creating a comparison object, the drop-down list boxes for the source types are empty. What 
is wrong?  
You have either installed or upgraded Solution Manager to 7.0 SP28 (ST400 SP0028 = SAPKITL438, or 
later), or you received some customer-specific downport of the CDC into a Support Package level earlier 
than SP28. The customizing tables CDC_SOURCE and CDC_SOURCE_T have been delivered empty. 
Please follow the procedure in SAP Note 1665997 to create the missing entries. 
 
Can there be a join relationship between two tables with more than one field on the side of a source 
system?  
Of course there may be multiple fields included in the join condition, e.g. document number and item number 
to link several tables on item level. There was a bug when you specified a join on multiple fields in solution 
manager 7.0 and all versions of CDC in Solution Manager 7.1 prior to SP5 which is fixed by SAP note 
1704241.   
 
How do you distinguish between data fields and key fields? 
The comparison fields (mapping of fields between the two source systems) can be either a key field 
identifying a unique record for comparison or a data field containing additional information. A comparison 
fields is made a “key comparison fields” by numbering them from 1 onwards, e.g. 1, 2, 3. … 
To “mark” non-key comparison fields, you can leave the key field indicator blank or enter a zero. 
 
Do you have to draw join-conditions in a certain direction? If yes, what is the reason behind this? 
Foreign key relationships have always to be drawn from top to bottom. 
The reason for the direction is that we had the plan to include also further join-types besides an inner join 
e.g. left outer join etc. And for those cases you would require a dedicated direction as the result depends 
then on the table order. Therefore, the tables are already modeled as hierarchical structure with one root 
table so we need a direction. Also it would be bad if we would handle it now independently of the direction 
and would make it dependent on the direction in the future which would require a change of the already 
defined Comparison Objects 
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What is the best way to handle the client/Mandant? Do we need it necessarily, because there is no 
automatic handling, i.e. adding of logon client?  
Regarding client, you should NOT include it in a Comparison. The reasons are that  

a) the client where the query is executed is automatically specified by the DB interface 
b) a client comparison does not make sense as the client will almost always differ between different 

systems, and  
c) the client is already contained/defined by the RFC connection used as a RFC connection always 

points to specific client in an SAP system.  
 
To summarize it: there is an automated handling of logon client via the RFC connection and the standard 
behavior of the SAP database interface which always adds the current client by default. So adding any client 
might lead to undesired effects. 
 
How can I modify/enhance a Cross Database Comparison? 
In many cases simple conversions might be sufficient, .e.g. if one system uses leading zeros and the other 
system does not or different date formats are used. Starting with Solution Manager 7.1 SP5 many common 
conversions are predefined and readily available. Before this version you can use several BAdIs available or 
modify the extractors in case of ABAP-based systems. Details how to use these possibilities are provided in 
a dedicated document is available in the media library for data consistency management 
(http://service.sap.com/dcm -> Media Library). The document can be accessed directly using the link 
http://service.sap.com/~sapdownload/012002523100013126382012E/CDC_Enhancement_Guide.pdf. 
 
Every time I change the maintenance mode the graphical data model is freezing. What can I do to 
work with CDC? 
The best solution is to deactivate the maintenance mode using SAP note 1631118 and to upgrade JNet to 
the newest version as described in SAP note 1035436. Starting from Solution Manager 7.0 SP28 and 
Solution Manager 7.1 SP5 the maintenance mode will be deactivated by default. 
 
As a temporary workaround you may use the following procedure: 

1. Close all IE-Windows on the local PC 
2. Clear the local JAVA-cache via the control panel 
3. Restart IE and clear the IW cache completely. Close IE. 
4.  
5. Set a breakpoint in Breakpoint in Package DSWP_CDC, Web Dynpro Component 

„WD_DSWP_CDC_MAIN“, View „V_DSWP_CDC_DEF_OBJ“, Method 
ONACTIONSET_JNET_MODE 

6. Restart CDC and wait shortly at the break point 
 
A popup (e.g. mapping node description) is hidden behind the graphical model. How do I proceed? 
This is caused by an error in the Web Dynpro basis layer. To solve this you have to implement SAP notes 
1649297 and 1649247. 
As a temporary workaround you can restart CDC as this happens only from the second popup on. The first 
popup will always work. If the popup is not completely hidden you can also drag it to another screen area. 
 
The graphical data model is not displayed due to a JAVA security error. What can I do?  
Oracle has increased the security regarding unsigned JAVA applets in the latest versions of JAVA. 
Depending on the version you get a warning or even an error if you want to execute an unsigned applet. 
Install SAP note 1957772 which allows executing the signed or unsigned version of the applet depending on 
the installed JAVA version. Updates to the JNet-Applet are contained in SAP note 1926137 and not in SAP 
note 1035436 anymore. 
 

http://service.sap.com/dcm
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It seems that if one changes the comparison object, and want to generate again, we always have to 
manually delete the function modules in the managed systems (source systems). Any sort of 
overwrite is not working… Right?   
Correct, we have to prevent accidental deletion of coding. Furthermore, the available function modules to 
handle the deletion are not RFC-enabled and create popups for confirmation in the managed systems which 
cannot be handled in Web Dynpro. Therefore, it was decided to stay with a manual deletion which is also 
safer. 
 
Do I need to create multiple Comparison Objects if I need to compare data where most fields should 
be compared but one field provides multiple criteria, for example multiple sales organizations? 
No, you do not need to create multiple Comparison Objects. In the case you want to compare the same data 
using different filters on the same field define the field as a “Variable Filter” in the data mapping. If you have 
done so, a select option for this field will be created in each Comparison Instance created for this 
Comparison Object and you can then use this to differentiate the different versions. 
 
During generation I receive a short dump in the managed system and get an error about screen 
output without connection to the user. No data is generated. What should I do to continue with the 
generation?  
Most likely this error is due to an attempt to send an error or warning message in the RFC system about an 
issue with the creation of the function group. As standard function modules are used this cannot be 
prevented in all cases. To continue create the function group manually in the system in transaction SE80. 
Afterwards the generation should proceed without issues. 

 
COMPARISON INSTANCE 

There are currently no FAQ for Comparison Instance. 
  
COMPARISON RUNS 

What is the reason for error “Comparison key of source … has an invalid sort order”? 
Each source system delivers the data to be compared with one or more key fields, as defined in the 
comparison object model. The comparison engine relies on the prerequisite that the alphabetical sort order 
of the keys is strictly ascending, across all fetched data blocks. Gaps are allowed, but no keys that are 
identical with the previous key. For duplicate keys it is unclear how they match to the other source systems. 
The reason for this restriction is not to compare each record from one system which each record from the 
other system (amount n*m). 
 
Therefore, there are two possible reasons for this error message: 

1. Records are returned from a system where the key of later record is smaller than a key already 
identified (e.g. key 10 is returned before key 9) 

2. Multiple records are returned with the same key. 
 
Starting with Solution Manager 7.1 SP5 a new message DSWP_CDC 611 is returned for the second case 
containing the duplicate key in the long text of the message.  
 
Typical root causes for these error messages are: 

1. Wrong definition of the comparison object model, like an inappropriate or incomplete definition of fields 
(regarding the amount and order) that are used as the comparison key. 

2. The comparison key is not unique in the data source. Ideally you should always use the primary key or 
a unique secondary key as comparison keys. 

3. Error in the data extractor, for example a wrong SQL statement, not fulfilling the rules above. 
 
Another root cause is to use an incorrect sorting on the remote database, for example using an incorrect 
collation for the MS SQL server. Refer to SAP Note 1795914 if you use MS SQL server. 
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I obtain error message “Duplicate value in comparison key of source &1 (see long text)” but the keys 
in the database are unique. What could be the reason? 
The comparison for keys is based on an internal structure with field length of 60 characters for individual 
keys and 255 for the combined rest. If the content of an individual key or the concatenated key exceeds 
these limitations the actual values are cut off which might lead to duplicated content in the internal table. 
In addition, the transfer of keys to the managed system is based on standard selection structure 
DDSHSELOPT which has a length of 45 characters only. This leads to another limitation for key based 
selection and iteration.   
 
How are data fields and key fields distinguished during a comparison run? 
In the versions prior to Solution Manager 7.1 SP5 the tags must have names <KEY1>, <KEY2>, <KEY3> 
and so on, but data fields must have tags <DATA1>, <DATA2>, <DATA3> and so on.  
As this is not user-friendly and hinders the mapping between results/mapping definitions in the CDC and the 
corresponding data for example in the XML-file for a more detailed manual investigation it was changed in 
SP05 of Solution Manager 7.1. Starting from this version on the tag names in the XML file correspond to the 
tag names that you specify in the mapping. 
 
How can I create an example xml-data file for demonstration purposes quickly? 
If you need a good example that’s really comparable to the data in your SAP system you can generate an 
ABAP extractor function module and add the following piece of code in the TRY block at the end of the 
function module. Please replace the file name by the one that should be created on your local PC as marked 
in the comments. 
 
*     Download extracted data to local PC 

      DATA: 

        lr_writer TYPE REF TO cl_sxml_string_writer, 

        lr_converter TYPE REF TO cl_abap_conv_in_ce, 

        lv_xstring TYPE xstring, 

        lv_string TYPE string, 

        lt_string TYPE STANDARD TABLE OF string. 

      lr_writer = cl_sxml_string_writer=>create( ). 

      CALL TRANSFORMATION id 

        SOURCE table = lt_source_data 

        RESULT XML lr_writer. 

      lv_xstring = lr_writer->get_output( ). 

      lr_converter = cl_abap_conv_in_ce=>create( ). 

      CALL METHOD lr_converter->convert 

        EXPORTING 

          input = lv_xstring 

        IMPORTING 

          data  = lv_string. 

      APPEND lv_string TO lt_string. 

      CALL FUNCTION 'GUI_DOWNLOAD' 

        EXPORTING 

          filename = 'C:\FIXL_01.xml' “replace with your desired location 

        TABLES 

          data_tab = lt_string. 

 
 
For source type FIXS you can perform the same task using the following coding to create a XML-file on the 
application server: 
* Download extracted data to App Server 

DATA lv_file TYPE string VALUE '/tmp/CDC_FIXS.xml'. "replace with your desired name 

OPEN DATASET lv_file FOR OUTPUT IN TEXT MODE ENCODING DEFAULT. 

TRANSFER ev_data_string TO lv_file. 

CLOSE DATASET lv_file. 
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You can then change or delete some data in your XML file and compare it to the original data in the SAP 
system. 

 
How can I debug a Comparison Run? 
To debug a comparison run you have to start it in dialog mode. Starting from Solution Manager 7.1 SP5 on 
you can do this directly from the CDC, for all former versions you have to start it using report 
DSWP_CDC_COMPARE_START. 
For best breakpoints see the relevant section describing the error you encounter. 
 
Can I include the CDC into Business Process Monitoring to automate evaluation of results and notify 
people directly? 
Yes, you can use monitoring object NACDC001 to monitor CDC results. It is recommended to use ST-A/PI 
01P which will be shipped June 11

th
 for best results. Based on a BAdI implementation you can also update 

CDC with a confirmation status (confirmation available from CDC version in Solution Manager 7.1 SP5) 
 
How can I handle performance issues of CDC especially for large transaction tables like MARA, 
MSEG? 
So far no real issues have been reported as CDC should only be executed in a low frequency like once a 
day at most. In case you encounter any issues the following measures can be used: 

1. Execute CDC as background job in Solution Manager 
2. As data is extracted in blocks you can decrease or increase the block size. The best block size has to 

be identified using trial and error. 
3. Apply filters to reduce the amount of data to be compared. 
4. Consider defining a secondary index. This should be the last option and only be implemented if you 

execute CDC in an unusual high frequency and apply filters that would allow a meaningful index 
based selection.
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